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retail strategies that work

Modern category management
What is it?

Modern category management (CM) is the best practice method to
determine strategically what the range in a retail shop should
actually look like, at any moment in time.

”The absolute defining success factor of an individual retailer is:
what it sells! In other words, its range of products and services!
Everything else is support or window dressing.”
Paul Foley, 2018
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Adopting the strategy
Putting the customer first!
1. Concept

Who is your customer?
Why do they choose you?
What will be their needs?
Increasing revenue

2. Goals

Increasing gross profit
Correct working capital investment (stock)
The right space required to present the offer
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Dynamic product range
4 phases of development

The ”analytic”
phase

The ”research”
phase

The ”organizational
structure and goal
setting” phase

The ”execution”
phase

The process will probably take 6-9 months,
in order not to overload the current retail commercial team
• Once the concept points are identified, the range of products becomes the
supporting pillars on which the whole business is sustained
• Because the needs of the customers change, the range must be dynamic with
those changes in needs.
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The “analytic” phase

The ”analytic”
stage

Data

The ”organizational
structure and goal
setting” phase

The ”execution”
phase

Need to be in a manageable format and ready to be analysed
Must be organised to make best use of commercial team
resource and to group customer needs

Product hierarchy

Must have info by
product, category &
supplier

The ”research”
phase

•
•
•
•
•

Sales rate: cash/volume/time/growth
Stock turn in days
Gross margin: front margin/cash/percentage/return on
stock invested (GMROI)
Supplier terms: lead time/payment terms/back margin
Supplier performance: logistics costs and fulfilment of orders
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Consumer needs example
Chocolate
Supplier oriented:

Consumer oriented:

Mix (single wrap pralines)

Enjoying/indulgence

Chocolate candy

Giving gifts

Boxed

Sharing with others

Bars/Multi-packs

Eating with coffee

Chocolate eggs

Packed lunch

Seasonal

Providing energy

Alcohol filled

Cooking/baking ingredients
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Category classification into roles & types
Drivers of success

Roles:

Types:

Standard

Profile

7-15*%

Routine/Core

50-65*%

Seasonal

Traffic

Routine/Core

Growth

Margin

Sales Drivers

Profile

Peripheral

Margin drivers
Standard
Seasonal

Peripheral

Share on sales on types (Sum = 100%)

Categories should be classified into:

20-35*%
*approximate share
on sales - differ in
retail industries

Layout of stores must be organised to support the “customer value proposition”
(CVP). Profile categories must take center stage to support clear statement of
what the retail business stands for!
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Share of different category types
Best practice advice

Schematic diagram

on sales

on profit*

on space

Compared to sales share:

Profile

Profile categories are squeezed
in GM and stretched in space
allocated

Core

Core categories are slightly
squeezed in GM and squeezed
in space allocated

Peripheral categories are very
stretched in GM and stretched
in space alloocated

Peripheral
*Gross margin or
cost of goods sold

The relationship between sales share, profit (GM) share and share of space
allocated is at the center of category management best practice.
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The “research” phase

The ”analytic”
stage

•
•

The ”research”
phase

The ”organizational
structure and goal
setting” phase

The ”execution”
phase

Consumer needs must be analysed through internal and external research
Identified needs require often a new logical product hierarchy (e.g. baby food, diapers,
wipes and baby clothes are more aligned in a category together than fitting them in to
preserved food, paper and textiles categories!)
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Space management impact
inventory and operating expenses
Being customer centric
Improving productivity with a
planogram can help to:

Increase sales
Increase stock turns
Reduce out of stocks
Reduce inventory $ on the shelf
Increase profit
Improve experience for consumers
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Retail floor plans for better customer experience
Showing understanding!
•
•

•

•
•
•

A well-planned retail store layout allows a retailer to
maximize the sales for each square foot of the allocated
selling space within the store.
Each floor plan and store layout will depend on the type
of products sold, the building location and how much
the business can afford to put into the overall store
design.
A best practice floor plan is the perfect balance of
ultimate customer experience and maximized revenue
per square meter.
Statistics today have proven that retailers who deliver on
experience have higher revenues than those that don't even if the sales space is smaller.
Many customers prefer cleaner, wider aisles that make
them feel less stressed.
Customers prefer an logical merchandising approach in
store that shows the retailer understands them.
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Organisational structure & goal setting

The ”analytic”
stage

The ”research”
phase

The ”organizational
structure and goal
setting” phase

The ”execution”
phase

• Once the matrix and goals for the business are clearly identified, the structure
needs aligning to the workload and the individual categories can be
redistributed
• The KPIs need clarification, the goals need breaking down to individual
Category Managers and the staff motivation and evaluation processes can be
designed to fit perfectly
• Workshops will be required to ensure staff are able to understand how they
manage their new KPIs
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Commercial department organisation
Guiding principles

A set of job descriptions are needed, in order to focus managers at different levels on
the right targets, e.g. Junior CM spends 100% of their time with operational tasks.
The commercial director in opposite, only 10% operational, 90% - strategic tasks.
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The “execution” stage

The ”get ready”
stage

The
”assessment”
stage

The ”organizational
structure and goal
setting” stage

The ”execution”
stage

• Complete company education and education and support is needed
• Merchandising, Sales Operations, Marketing and Advertising
must be aligned to the goals
• Sales floor plan needs adapting as will individual category
merchandising plans
• Promotion strategy and calendar must be worked out
• Communication to all Stake- and Shareholders, Suppliers,
Operations, Finance and Controlling
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Planograms create consistency and efficiency
Why you need them?
•

•
•
•
•

Retailers with multiple stores have to communicate a
clear & consistent ”consumer value proposition”
(CVP), the planogram is an important element in this.
Retailers need to “spotlight” key products being
offered. This is agreed (and paid for) normally with
supply chain stakeholders.
Retail staff benefit from planograms because it’s an
easy and efficient way to ensure accuracy of displays.
A planogram is the visual stimulation for customers,
encouraging impulse, making choice simple and
communicating understanding of customer missions.
Planograms optimize shelf layout and ensure a return
on investment, your planogram should be properly
executed and maintained by a well-trained
management.
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Planograms drive sales and margin
Basic rules
• Improved sales and margins are just two very basic reasons a
retailer should be implementing planograms in their stores.
• Planograms drive other positive benefits as well:
• Ensure the selling potential to every cm of space
• Satisfying customers with a better visual appeal
• Tighter inventory control and reduction of out-of-stocks
• Easier product replenishment for systems and staff
• Better “related” product positioning
• Effective communication tool for promotional displays
• All good retailers realizes the key to increased sales is through
proper visual merchandising.
• A planogram is a key merchandising tool for presenting products
to the customer.
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How to implement and maintain a planogram
Best practice in store
•

•

•
•

Other than assortment choice and a knowledgeable
friendly staff, there's nothing more important to the
success of a retail store than the way it display’s it
products.
Planograms are used to guide store staff in the design
of a merchandise display. The goal is to create a display
that is visually appealing to customers and allows
them to find, compare, and choose products
efficiently.
Every retailer should take control and have clear
policies in place for designing and executing
planograms.
When employees are educated in the art of reading
and working with these “merchandise maps”,
managers can delegate the placement of new displays
to appropriate staff and free up their time for other
executive tasks.
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How to implement and maintain a planogram
Best practice in HQ
•

•
•

•

Commercial and inventory management employees
input vital information that Category Managers then
use to create planograms which store managers then
implement.
Vital information needed includes product roles, brand
type, sub category, size, shape, case quantity, shelf life
and colour. Plus exact shelf width depth and height
Category Managers and Merchandising Analysts must
use sales and current inventory statistics to make
adjustments to merchandising strategies, which will be
reflected in revised planograms.
The work that it takes to create a planogram is worth
the effort because it will maximize the efficiency of
retail sales space, and support retail employees at all
levels in implementing an effective merchandising
strategy.
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Planogram best practices
FRC advice
Start simple

Too many retailers make the planogram
process too complicated and eventually lose
steam after a few months. In other words, if it
takes a ton of time to create, then your
likelihood of doing it every month will grow
less and less as time passes.

Train your
employees

Spend time training employees on how to use
a planogram. Your veteran employees
especially will think they don´t need it. Simply
handing them a diagram is not enough. Be
specific. Have visual guidelines they can
follow.

Measure your
plan

Constantly analyse your sales results in line
with your planogram changes.

Know your
customer

Today´s shoppers respond to a product at eye
level. Think through carefully how you use this
space!
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Steps for planogram execution
In the retail store
• Gather cleaning supplies, additional shelving, peg hooks, signage, product,
planograms, and any other necessary items. Take these items to the workspace.
• Each new planogram should begin with a thorough cleaning of the shelves and
fixtures. Don't forget the base!
• Using the planogram, begin setting shelves and peg hooks in the required
location. Read all planograms from left to right.
• Shelves should be worked from the bottom to the top and left to right.
• Pegs should be worked from the top to the bottom and left to right.
• If necessary, use the actual product to help determine the exact distance you
need between each facing and/or each SKU.
• Once the planogram is set, fill each space with the correct product. Additional
merchandise should be well-labeled and kept in the stock room.
• Create current shelf labels, signage, and any other pricing necessary for the
newly-set section.
• Zone (or face) the finished section by bringing all items forward. Make sure
labels are straight and facing the customer..
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How often planograms should be updated?
In store execution
•
•

•

Promotion cycles denote the updates for planograms
in stores in the areas designated for promo activity
Planograms for core ranges should be renewed to retail
stores at least once per quarter, as seasonal
merchandise is rotated into the product mix. A new
planogram would also be distributed in order to
showcase new products, to spotlight products during
promotional campaigns, and to highlight slow-moving
merchandise.
Often different planograms will be tested in different
store locations to determine the most productive
version of the planogram, which will then be
distributed and implemented by all stores. In general,
when the current store layout seems no longer engages
shoppers or motivates purchase, is the time when the
planogram needs a refresh.
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Summary
Customer centricity

• Successful modern Category Management implementation is the key to
crystalizing a concept in the eyes of the consumer
• If this process is managed properly the consumer will clearly understand what
the business stands for and the company becomes ´first choice´ when the
need for these products or services are front of mind
• Furthermore, done properly, the process allows for the constant change
needed to keep up with a dynamic market
• It is the change from traditional market scenario where the supplier knows the
customer best to the modern market where the retailer knows it´s customer
better than anyone else!
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Typical outcomes
Of course, every retailer that we have cooperated with on
introducing Modern Category Management has had a different
starting point, and therefore different benefits.
Here is a list of possible outcomes:
Improved gross margin
Reduction in SKUs and working capital
Increased sales and faster stock turn
Greater resilience to new competition
Increase in size and importance of Commercial Team within business
Improve staff retention of Commercial Team
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Why use consultants to introduce modern CM?
• Change management often is easier accepted by middle management and staff
and implemented with less compromise when explained by expert consultants
• The “buy-in” of the whole company is required to ensure this process works
properly. Strategic Consultants have no hierarchical connection, they
recommend to Top Management and must justify those recommendations
with logical explanations
• The alternative of employing an experienced Commercial Director has the
problem that their “day job” is extremely demanding. This would put the whole
business at risk during the change. Consultants can also dedicate more
resources to effecting the change faster.
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Examples of FRC contribution
Food retailer in Belarus
• An ambitious food retailer in
Belarus with 123 stores acquired a
similar supermarket business with
80 stores. The concept for each
part of the business was evaluated
and a new hybrid concept was
decided upon
• Modern Category Management
was then implemented over a 9month period and the results were
spectacular!
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Examples of FRC contribution
CM outcomes:
ü +2% improvement on gross margin,
within 12 month from 21% to 23%
ü SKUs count reduced from 14.800 to
8.500
ü Stock holding reduced from 38 to 31
days total stock
ü Cash flow increased by 48%
ü Head count decreased in store by 1
(203 total) due to all procurement
being managed centrally by
headquarters (HQ)
ü Commercial team at HQ increased
from 26 to 32 in total
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Inquiries and FRC contact details

For any inquiries or information,
please feel free to contact us!
Kaerntner Ring 5-7|1010 Vienna|Austria
Phone: +43 1 205 1160 1253 - Email: office@foleyretailconsulting.com
www.foleyretailconsulting.com
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